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TUS INDUSTRY NEWS

Mack Trucks recently enhanced its Uptime solutions through the expansion of its partnered services offering, enabling faster, more ac-
curate diagnostics and improved communication so customers can get their vehicles back on the road quicker. Partnered services allows 
Mack to integrate innovative service providers into its unparalleled customer support environment.  

The improved diagnostics results from the integration of Mack® ASIST, Mack’s web-based fleet service management platform devel-
oped by Decisiv, with Truck Diagnostics System (TDS), a JPRO-based software solution from Mack’s partner Noregon that diagnoses 
engine, transmission, aftertreatment systems and all vendor components. Once TDS or JPRO software identifies a vehicle fault, a service 
case is automatically opened in ASIST and the customer has a quicker diagnosis of what’s wrong with the truck.

Customers will also know the severity of the problem and how long servicing will take, enabling them to make critical business decisions 
about what they need to do to handle the issue.

www.macktrucks.com

Safety products manufacturer, Checkers Industrial 
Products, LLC has acquired SVE Portable Roadway 
Systems. As an industry leader in temporary roadways 
and ground protection systems, SVE has manufactured 
high-end, innovative products for over 25 years and 
has served customers in the US, Canada, Australia, 
Europe and Japan.

“Checkers is a leader in asset protection, which syn-
ergizes with the products SVE offers. The acquisition 
of SVE by Checkers opens doors to other markets and 
industries that we in the past haven’t had a foothold. 
SVE is proud to now be a part of the Checkers family,” 
said former SVE President Art Price when asked about 
the acquisition.

The SVE product offering includes brands MUD-
TRACKS®, TRAKMAT®, SHOR-MAT®, and more, serving 
the construction, utility, landscaping, and drilling mar-
kets. These product lines will now fall under Checkers’ 
growing ground protection category.

“SVE is the second ground protection/matting com-
pany recently acquired by Checkers, exponentially 
growing us in that market. With the addition of the 
SVE brands we are also acquiring a strong product 
line, known within the industry for being a pioneer 
in ground protection,” said Checkers’ Executive Vice 
President Jack Roser.

www.checkersindustrial.com

To keep mechanics and service technicians up-to-date on the latest Ter-
ex® equipment technologies and advancements, Terex Utilities hosted 
its annual Service School on June 9-11 in Watertown, S.D. At this year’s 
event, the Terex Service Department hosted 71 people, some attendees 
came from as far away as Australia to participate, representing 38 utility 
companies.

The 2015 Service School offered attendees the opportunity to learn 
tips, tricks and techniques on utility trucks and support equipment 
from experienced Terex instructors. During the 3-day event, partici-
pants rotated through a series of stations that incorporated Terex utility 
equipment and training aids to educate attendees on the most current 
maintenance, troubleshooting and repair procedures for the company’s 
digger derricks and aerial devices.

For mechanics and service technicians not able to attend the Water-
town event, Terex Utilities will host Service Schools on September 9-10 
in White House, Tenn., on September 15-17 in Waukesha, Wis., and 
on October 13-15 in Thomasville, Pa. In addition to these in-person 
training events, customers can request customized training at their own 
facilities or take advantage of Terex Utilities’ online training university. 
Visit for more information: www.terex.com/utilities/en/service-sup-
port/training/index.htm

Terex Utilities Host 2015 Service School

Checkers Industrial Safety Products  
Acquires SVE Portable Roadway Systems

Mack Trucks Improves Diagnostics

http://www.macktrucks.com/
http://www.sveproducts.com
http://www.sveproducts.com
http://www.sveproducts.com
http://www.sveproducts.com
http://www.sveproducts.com
http://www.checkersindustrial.com
http://www.terex.com/utilities/en/service-support/training/index.htm
http://www.terex.com/utilities/en/service-support/training/index.htm
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For the past eight years Metcalf has been president of HammerHead Trenchless Equipment 
of Lake Mills, Wisconsin, a Charles Machine Works company. A Pella native, Brian has previ-
ously held leadership positions at both Vermeer Corporation and Pella Corporation.

“I’m excited to be returning to the Pella area and I am honored to be joining the Ring-O-Matic 
family,” said Metcalf.  “Ring-O-Matic has nearly a 60-year history full of unique innovations 
to meet the needs of customers. The company is well positioned as a privately held com-
pany for an expanded role in providing unique customer-driven solutions in trailer- and 
truck-mounted utility construction vacuum excavators, industrial vacuum excavators, and car 
wash pit cleaners.”

As CEO, Metcalf will direct his attention to developing a sustainable strategic growth plan to 
position Ring-O-Matic as the preferred supplier of vacuum excavators, as well as its comple-
ment of related support products to meet customer requirements at jobsites worldwide.

www.ring-o-matic.com

TUS INDUSTRY NEWS

Ring-O-Matic Inc., an Iowa based manufacturer of vacuum excavators, is pleased to 
announce the appointment of Brian Metcalf as CEO.
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A catastrophic oil failure occurs when a sudden or unexpected breakdown of the transformer’s electrical system, oil storage 
system, or other primary containment system malfunctions, and oil is released into the surrounding area. More common 
are chronic oil leaks from corroded cooling radiator fins, welds, valves, fittings or through damaged gaskets, often frequent 
occurrences at transformer sites. If left unnoticed or simply ignored, they will lead to serious environmental contamination. 
A dripping leak at a rate one drop per second will add up to 13 US gal of oil per month. One drop per second will add up to 
three drums of oil per year. 

According to the EPA, 1 gallon of oil will contaminate 1,000,000 gallons of water. “One quart of oil can pollute approximately 
40,730 square feet of soil, making it non-productive for farming or plant growth for up to 100 years”1. Although the trans-
former servicing industry has developed efficient and effective methods to repair these leaks, they are frequently unnoticed 
or ignored and quite often a considerable quantity of oil can be released to the environment.

Chronic Oil Leaks 
and Small Spills
Their Causes and the Environmental Hazards 
They Create; Reactive Barrier Containment  

System Helps to Address Problem  
of Chronic Oil Leaks
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The problem of chronic leaks is so common, that an entire 
industry was developed around chronic leaks repairs. Sev-
eral companies offer leak repair technologies and service, 
others offer a more high tech approach and repair using fast 
setting epoxy compounds and various “polymer repair com-
posite” kits, low temperature vulcanizing injection materials, 
teflon coated pipe plugs, installed by drill and tap tech-
niques, a variety of custom designed and fabricated clamps 
and enclosures, injectable bolts and other mechanical fasten-
ers. Then we have the standard secondary containment. The 
simple concept is an up-scaled bucket with all its limitations.

Take for example the concrete containment system. It 
collects oil spills and leaks but also collects rain water and 
snow melt. Concrete is naturally porous, prone to cracking 
and undergoes deterioration. Large concrete slabs require 
expansion joints. Gaps and cracks in concrete are permeable, 
and if these are significant, the concrete is not adequate to 
contain spilled oil. What to do with the rain water? 

• Automatic sump systems (elec-
tricity supply, maintenance)

• Gravitational oil water separators

• Chemical oil water separators

• Chemical oil absorbers

• Oil stop vales, chemically activat-
ed plugs (frequent replacement, plugging)

A classical containment usually works great, until it starts 
raining. A new patented multilayered chemical barrier 
system, offers a novel approach to containment of chronic oil 
leaks and catastrophic oil spills. Albarrie’s innovative Sorb-
Web™Plus Secondary Oil Containment system is designed to 
significantly reduce capital outlays, provide environmental 
protection and drastically lessen the economic consequences 
of an oil spill. 

The system and its layers are designed to allow water to 
move freely through its “Smart Barrier” without accumulat-
ing and pass all the way through the system and back into 
the native ground.  This revolutionary multi-layer system of 
interlocking geotextiles filled with proprietary high efficien-
cy polymeric immobilizers transforms into a rubber seal 
when exposed to hydrocarbons.

In the event of an equipment failure which could lead to an 
oil spill, the SorbWeb™Plus System and its SAM layer absorb 
the spilled oil, while the Oilmat congeals and seals the con-
tainment, preventing any oil from passing through. 
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The SorbWeb™ Plus system is optimized to reduce the 
economic costs involved in replacing the most important 
elements of the system. The extent of the remediation and 
associated cost is limited to the quantity of oil released, and 
the response time of the remediation. In addition to cost 
savings gained from using The SorbWeb™ Plus system as 
opposed to conventional containment methods, there are 
several other distinct advantages:

• No standing water to deal with

• No mechanical moving parts

• Cost efficient since it is virtually  
 maintenance free

• Allows for full access to equip 
 ment because the system is de 
 signed to be driven on.

• Reduced installation costs as  
 there is no need for concrete  
 work, rebar or limitations

• Flexible, easy to expand or repair. 

• No monitoring required.

• Proven, effective 24/7 spill and  
 leak protection.

• Readily accommodates & accepts  
 changes on the go during con 
 struction and installation

• Robust engineered solution

• Environmentally responsible 

• Offers fire quenching capabilities 

• Extended service life surpasses  
 that of the equipment it serves. 

• Meets the EPA Spill Prevention  
 Control and Countermeasures  
 (SPCC) requirements per 40 CFR  
 112.7

• Significantly reduces liability asso 
 ciated with oil spills

Truly… a remarkable leap forward in the 
proactive containment of hydrocarbons. 
www.sorbwebplus.com    •
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HDD rock drilling brings with it a number of technical 
challenges. The bidding process alone is challenging because 
oftentimes the customer who is requesting bids has little in-
formation available about ground formations. Many drilling 
contractors find themselves conjecturing about what kinds 
of conditions they will encounter on many jobs, especially 
when they’re unfamiliar with the area.

Tooling up opportunely for a job in an unfamiliar area can 
mean the difference between making money and losing 
money on the contract.

Choosing the correct bit is one of the most paramount 
decisions a driller has to make. The effectiveness of a drill 
bit varies by formation type. There are three types of for-
mations: soft, medium and hard. A soft formation includes 
clays, red beds, shale, soft limestone and unconsolidated 
sands. Medium formations include calcites, dolomites, hard 
shale and limestone. Hard formations include calcites, cherty 
limestone, hard shale and mudstones. Knowing your options 
and what formation each type of bit is designed to drill is es-
sential to the prosperity of a job or time and money wasted.

Traditionally, drilling companies have used tri-cone or rotary 
cone bits. Specialists from the Sharp-Hughes Tool Co. pro-
duced the tri-cone bit in 1933, using the organization’s two 

cone bits as a base outline. The fundamental idea, which un-
derpins the proficiency of rotating cone drill bit, is the dual 
axis action of the bit. At the point when boring, the bit body 
rotates, while the heads themselves spin at an angle different 
form the body. Tri-cone bits consist of a cylindrical-shaped 
bit body furnished with three mounting heads organized in 
a cloverleaf design around its body. The bit heads are cone 
shaped and outfitted with bearings that guarantee smooth 
pivot under heavy loads. The heads are connected to the bit 
body at approximately 45 degrees with their peak facing the 
center. Each head has several concentric rows of teeth which 
structure the bearing or cutting points of the bit.

There are two essential bit head tooth designs used on the 
tri-cone bit: Insert and mill tooth. The insert tooth is a cone 
shape while the mill tooth has a flat wedge shape. At the 
point when turned under weight against the rock face, the 
teeth cause a smash sort of disappointment of the material 
bringing about a layer of rock to be sheared away at every 
pivot of the bit. Some problems that you may run across 
when using these bits are: When the teeth on the heads are 
worn or broken, the heads are usually discarded. Another 
issue with these types of bits is losing the heads (cones) in 
the hole from bearings locking up.

Know Your Directional 
Drilling Bits

Choosing the Correct Bit is One of the 
Most Critical Decisions a Driller Makes 

By Shannon Houk 

TUS PRODUCT FOCUS
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Since there are a number of types of cone cutters (de-
signed to cut variants of rock), a problem arises when the 
bit transitions from one layer of rock formation to another 
(for example: from limestone to shale to clay to dirt). Since 
there is not a cone cutter in existence that is designed to cut 
rock formations of varying hardness, the driller is forced to 
choose the cutter type for the rock he/she thinks they will 
be in more than the others. In many cases, the driller has no 
choice but to use multiple types of bits and hole openers to 
accommodate the changes in layers.

By using a PDC (Polycrystalline Diamond Compact) bit, the 
cost of rig standby time can be significantly reduced because 
fewer trips of the bits in the hole are needed. The DDI Volca-
no PDC hole opener offers an improved process for enlarging 
and cleaning the pre drilled pilot hole for future installation 
of (including but not limited to) gas pipeline, waterline, 
sewer line, telecom products, etc. The DDI Volcano PDC 
hole opener is a drill bit that can either be pulled or pushed, 
while being rotated, by an HDD drilling rig through the pre-
drilled pilot bore. As the drilling rig rotates the bit, the PDC 
cutters scrape and cut the rock formation. As the PDC cutters 
shear the rock, nozzle ports that are installed in the junk 
slots of the bit are situated in a specific configuration that 
allows the drilling rig to pump drilling fluid through, thereby 

flowing the rock cuttings back to the surface.

Rate Of Penetration (ROP) is always a major issue for boring 
contractors. Low ROP (for example, 3 to 5 ft. per hour) is 
primarily a result of the high compressive strength of the 
highly overburdened formations. Initially, the tri-cone bits 
with hardened inserts used for drilling hard formations at 
shallower depths were applied as wells went deeper. How-
ever, at deeper depths it is harder to know when a tri-cone 
bit’s bearings have failed, a situation that can occur more 
frequently when more weight is applied to the bit in a deep 
well. This can lead to timely failures, lost cones, more fre-
quent trips, higher costs and lower overall rates of penetra-
tion. A PDC drill bit can triple the rate of penetration due to 
extended hours of bit life, no moving components, less wear 
and tear on rigs.

In addition to the increased rate of penetration, the DDI Vol-
cano PDC Hole Opener/Reamer solves several other major 
issues that HDD drillers continually face:

Loss of Cone Cutters Down Hole 

• It is a common occurrence for drillers to lose cones 
from their tri-cone reamers. This happens for a variety 
of reasons. Whether it is poor construction of the tool, 



overuse or other extenuating circumstances, cone loss 
is a constant and looming threat. Having this happen on 
a bore can be catastrophic. This causes the need for the 
drilling company to either fish out the lost cone, and in 
some cases, start the bore again from scratch. All of this 
is done at the cost of the drilling company. 

• Since there are no moving components on the DDI 
Volcano PDC Hole Opener/Reamer, there is nothing to 
break and fall off down hole.

Fuel Usage 

• The longer a drilling company spends on a jobsite and 
more support vehicles that are needed, fuel costs can 
soar into the hundreds of thousands of dollars. A bit 
with a slow rate of penetration only elongates the dura-
tion a drilling company spends onsite. 

• Recent figures have shown a 40 to 60 percent fuel sav-
ings while running the DDI Volcano PDC Hole Opener/
Reamer. The faster the rate of penetration, the greater 
the fuel savings.

Labor and Housing Costs 

• Both labor and housing costs follow the same logic as in 

the fuel usage example. The longer a company spends 
on a job, the more their labor and housing costs. 

• If a company can shave days or weeks off of their job, 
the savings are enormous.

With no moving parts, PDC Bits and PDC Hole Openers can 
be used in a variety of conditions without the fear of losing 
cones or parts in the hole. They can be custom manufactured 
and are available in a wide range of size and thread combi-
nations to meet specific project requirements.

The advantages of using a PDC Bit and PDC Hole opener 
include: 

• Better Performance 

• Smoother Drill Operation 

• Integral Design 

• No Weld-On Components 

• No Moving Parts

Why use drill rods when you can save time and money with 
new technology? DDI Volcano PDC Hole Openers are the 
future.      
www.ddibits.com    •
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LineWise introduces its latest breakthrough in utility line 
equipment, the Hydraulic Phase Lifter, a patent-pending in-
sulated crane attachment that can safely support up to three 
energized lines at once.

The versatile Phase Lifter allows workers to come in from 
underneath and hold the conductor, as opposed to over the 
top with rigging sticks hanging from a crane. This provides 
a significant advantage in areas where there isn’t enough 
overhead clearance to get outside and above the conductor. 

The Phase Lifter also has an impressive 1,500-pound total 
vertical load and 225-pound side load capacity per conduc-
tor. Maximum conductor spacing is 14.5 feet in increments of 
6 inches, for a maximum width of 29 feet, which is particu-
larly appealing to large, high-voltage operations. 

Because safety is always a concern when dealing with ener-
gized lines, the quick-attach insulator is available in indus-
try-standard “Line Post Polymer” or “Sealed Fiberglass”. The 
arms are sealed fiberglass and include a desiccant canister 
to absorb moisture and add another layer of protection. 
Furthermore, the quick-attach insulator requires no tools to 
install or remove, maximizing simplicity.

To attach the Hydraulic Phase Lifter to a crane, an adapter 
specific to the type of crane is fitted. A hydraulic cylinder 
changes the angle of the Phase Lifter. The crane’s boom is 

angled from 55- to 80-degrees for horizontal and vertical 
builds. The hydraulic power source for the hydraulic cylinder 
is provided by a self-contained hydraulic power unit (HPU) 
on the Phase Lifter or from the crane.

When it comes time for setup, the Phase Lifter’s exclusive 
folding arms are mechanically synchronized to open and 
close simultaneously. A pin automatically slides into a slot to 
lock the arms in a working/open position, while a cross pin 
locks the pin in place. The arms lock together when closed, 
and the Phase Lifter stows on the side of the crane for easy 
transport to and from a jobsite.  

If you are planning on attending the ICUEE show LineWise 
will have a NEW Hydraulic Phase Lifter and a NEW Hydrau-
lic Insulated Work Platform mounted to Manitex cranes in 
Booth#N2019.  Also, please stop by our indoor Booth#2452 
to see the newest LineWise Utility Products. 

LineWise is a division of Diversified Products. The company 
designs, engineers and manufactures a full line of utility 
products, including line lifters, insulated work platforms, 
phase lifters, transmission temporary conductor supports 
and the Buddy Bushing cross arm reinforcement system.  For 
more information, contact Diversified Product Development, 
1001 Webster Avenue, Waco, Texas 76706, phone 254-757-
1177, or visit the website at www.diversifiedproduct.com•

New LineWise “Hydraulic” Phase Lifter Safely  Increases 
Productivity of Raising Energized Lines

TUS PRODUCT FOCUS
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Elasco Products offers a solution to prevent damage to ca-
bles and improve site safety.

Steve Mieska, from Cox Communications, had a difficult chal-
lenge, how to move a 150 ton truck across an area covered 
with expensive and delicate cables without damaging the 
cables? 

The obvious choice would be to cut the power, disconnect 
the cables and move them. Sounds easy enough, right? 
Unfortunately, as is often the case in jobsite situations, that 
just wasn’t possible due to time and cost constraints at the 
worksite. We all know that slowing down production always 
increases costs and headaches. 

The solution was the Elasco MG5200 Cable Protector, a solid 
cast polyurethane cable protector designed to withstand 
vehicle and pedestrian traffic of all types while protecting 
the cables passing through the internal channels.  

Steve later said, “After the 150 ton truck rolled across the 
ramps, the portion of the cable that was within the channels 
was unharmed...we were thoroughly impressed as nei-
ther the cables or cable protectors were damaged. We feel 
comfortable that whenever needed in the future, we will use 
Elasco Products cable guards to protect our coaxial and fiber 
optic cables.”

From Heavy Duty to Light Duty applications, Elasco manu-
factures high quality solid cast polyurethane cable guards 
and cable drop-overs that are both tough and durable. Elasco 
guards and drop-overs can be used to protect pipes, cables, 

fiber optics and all types of wires. Whether it be a 4” heavy 
duty hose or 0.5” wire that needs to be protected, Elasco’s 
products offer a variety of industries the solution to the 
protection needs.

Elasco Cable Guards are constructed with a solid cast poly-
urethane base and lid that are connected by a reinforced 
fiberglass rod that won’t rust or corrode so it will easily 
endure natural and man-made elements and it’s also com-
pliant with safety requirements. The cable guards are not 
biodegradable, non-hazardous and are compliant with OSHA 
and NEC. 

When compared to other materials such as rubber, plastic 
and metal, Elasco Cable Guards offer stronger abrasion and 
corrosion resistance, higher load bearing capacity and are 
less likely to tear or crack. The bottom line is this, when 
you buy a better product it generally lasts longer and works 
more effectively thereby saving you more money in the long 
run – not to mention reducing headaches and costs today. 

Other benefits are easy transportation and simple instal-
lation, Elasco products are configured to meet a variety of 
cable protection situations from indoor pedestrian traffic to 
preventing damage from extremely heavy vehicles. Elasco 
has been protecting cable and wires for over 25 years which 
is why they have the confidence to back all their products 
with a lifetime warranty. Best of all, all their products are 
made in the USA. 

www.elascoproducts.com    •

Proper Cable Protection and 
Preventing Trip Hazards

TUS PRODUCT FOCUS

http://www.elascoproducts.com
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With 4,500 max lumens emanat-
ing from its compact aluminum 
housing, the Golight model GXL 
4021 LED work light delivers 
more lumens per square inch 
and takes punishment up to an 
astonishing 40 Gs  

Golight, Inc., a world leader in 
pan & tilt remote-controlled 
lighting technology, announced 
the introduction of its sturdy 
new model GXL 4021 fixed-po-
sition LED work light today. The 
new light’s fascia measures just 
four and a half inches wide by 
four inches tall, has a depth of 
only three and a half inches and 
comes with a two-inch stainless 
steel mounting bracket. The GXL 
4021 represents the company’s 
expansion of its permanently 

mounted, manually adjustable 
LED work lights and is the small-
est of the four lights it now offers 
in that category.

The light’s small size and 
stunning illumination power is 
a byproduct of its space-saving 
“LED cluster” design, combining 
four clusters of four high-pow-
ered LEDs to generate a maxi-
mum output of 4,500 lumens. 
The raw power of the light’s 16 
LEDs is controlled through the 
use of three rugged yet versatile 
polycarbonate lenses. Changing 
lenses is easy and users can 
switch between spot, flood and 
combination spot/flood lenses as 
the need arises.

The powerful new LED work 
light has been condensed into 

a deceptively small format that 
makes it an extremely versatile 
light source that is easy to mount 
virtually anywhere on a vehicle. 
The light’s hardened aluminum 
housing is ultra-resilient, and 
combined with the lights sol-
id-state electronics, has been en-
gineered for extreme super-duty 
service with an impact g-force 
survivability rating of 40 Gs.

“We’re excited to augment our 
fixed-position light offering with 
this exciting new and competi-
tively priced light,” Jason Repass, 
southwest regional sales manag-
er at Golight, said. “Based on our 
MSRP, the new model GXL 4021 
fixed-position LED work light 
will have one of the industry’s 
lowest cost-per-lumen ratios.”

Golight’s New Model GXL 4021 LED 

Work Light Is Ultra Bright, Amazingly 

Tough and Ready for Super-Duty Service
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The new light is the result of Golight’s 
continuous marketplace evaluation 
and more than 20 years of advanced 
electronic and optical engineering in 
the remote-controlled work light arena. 
Qualitative customer feedback told 
Golight that the new fixed-position GXL 
4021 light would be a perfect comple-
ment to its pan & tilt vehicle lighting 
products.

“We’ve been using Golight remote-con-
trolled and fixed-position lights on our 
bucket, digger and pickup trucks for 
more than a decade,” Stewart Hamil-
ton, general foreman for The Hydak-
er-Wheatlake Company, said. “I really 
like the small footprint and high-inten-
sity LED light output of this new LED 

work light and I can envision many 
suitable applications for it.”

Golight leveraged its experience in LED 
thermal management and optic design, 
as well as their knowledge of military 
lighting applications, to bring this high-
ly robust, compact light to market. The 
light, which is one of the most powerful 
work lights its size, delivers a pleasing 
light that closely approximates the 
color temperature of sunlight and has 
a service rating in the range of 30,000 
hours.

“Golight’s new model GXL 4021 
fixed-position LED work light is a great 
addition to the company’s product line 
and offers us more flexibility in plan-
ning the lighting configurations for our 

service bodies,” Ed Heck, equipment 
sales manager for Titan Truck, said. 
“This gives us another valuable tool to 
offer our fleet customers and makes 
our vehicles more effective for them.”

The new model GXL 4021 fixed-po-
sition LED work light is expected to 
attract significant attention across a 
wide variety of work truck-related 
markets, including telecommunication, 
oilfield, railroad, municipal and public 
and private utility.

The 12-volt light draws only 4.2 amps, 
features over-voltage and reverse 
polarity protection and comes with 
a five-year unlimited warrantee. All 
Golight products are supported by an 
unparalleled customer service depart-
ment that prides itself on accessibility 
and effectiveness.

The standard GXL 4021 product pack-
age includes an LED work light with a 
flood lens, a 12-inch wire lead with DT 
connector and a stainless steel mount-
ing bracket. Accessory package 4081 
includes a spot lens, accessory package 
4082 includes a flood lens and accesso-
ry package 4083 includes a combina-
tion spot/flood lens.

“The new model GXL 4021 fixed-posi-
tion LED work light is symbolic of our 
mission: to deliver durable, versatile 
performance, guaranteed,” Repass said.

www.golight.com  •
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Chicago Pneumatic has launched a 
new range of air line accessories for 
its handheld pneumatic tools. The 
new Air Flex swivel connectors, which 
connect the air hose to the base of the 
tool, make rigid hoses more flexible 
and multi-directional. The use of the 
Air Flex swivel connector helps to 
improve MRO professionals’ work er-
gonomics, while providing users with 
a 360° rotational capacity to increase productivity and ease of 
use in difficult to reach places.

The Air Flex swivel connector range is available in three sizes; 
1/4” (with or without a cover), 3/8” and a 1/2” and is capable 
of withstanding air pressure from 25 cfm up to 74cfm (12 l/s 
up to 35 l/s). The additional flexibility that the new con-
nectors provide ensures that the air hose does not become 
twisted and remains in the ideal working position, helping to 
reduce the risk of tendinitis for the user. 

www.cp.com/en/whatwedo/powertools/accessories/airline.aspx

TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS

New Air Accessories from Chicago 
Pneumatics

Megger, one of the world’s leading manufacturers and 
suppliers of test equipment and measuring instruments for 
electrical power applications, has enhanced its HT1000/2 se-
ries of handheld testers to perform bonded pair testing.  The 
HT1000/2 copper wire analyzer easily executes vectored DSL 
testing for VDSL2 lines.

Ideal for use by maintenance technicians in the telecommu-
nications industry, this copper wire analyzer combines all 
the functions needed to perform 
critical and comprehensive cable 
testing. With a touch of a button, 
the HT1000/2 can perform many of 
the 26 standard tests between the 
technician’s central office and the 
subscriber’s locale.

The HT1000/2 includes auto tests 
with an incremental pair test pro-
gram that can be configured by the 
user for up to eight series of tests.  

www.meggerblog.com

Megger HT1000/2 Handheld Tester

http://www.cp.com/en/whatwedo/powertools/accessories/airline.aspx
http://x.simongroup.com/y.z?l=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.megger.com%2Fus%2Fproducts%2FProductDetailsBySubGroup.php%3FPSGC%3DT111%26amp%3BBS%3DT&e=35&j=314445566&t=h&p=2
http://x.simongroup.com/y.z?l=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.meggerblog.com%2F&e=35&j=314445566&t=h
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TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS

Atlas Copco launched its XAS 90 air compressor, which 
is a cost-effective option for utility and pneumatic-tool 
applications demanding as much as 88 cubic feet per 
minute of air power. The compressor, like all Atlas Copco 
portable air compressors, keeps cost of ownership low 
due to its simple maintenance and minimal fuel con-
sumption.

“We took day-to-day functionality and ROI into account 
when developing the XAS 90,” said Rich Elliott, Atlas 
Copco product manager, low-pressure air compressors. 
“Aside from bringing no-nonsense power to one-person, 
one-tool jobs, it saves users time and money.”

Atlas Copco’s HardHat™ canopy, which is made of highly 
durable, weather-resistant polyethylene, protects the 
compressor’s 24-horsepower Kubota diesel engine from 
dust and debris to minimize repairs. The canopy also re-
sists corrosion and fading, virtually eliminating the need 
to repaint while contributing to its low cost of ownership 
and high resale value.

www.atlascopco.us/usus

The New XAS 90 Air Compressor 
from Atlas Copco



Coxreels® 1600 Series features the most versatile 
symmetric reel design in the industry. This feature-rich 
reel has a wide array of components and configurations, 
including the Universal Bracket Kit, providing a robust 
reeling platform for any conceivable application and 
making it the most versatile design available on the 
market today. 

The Universal Bracket, made from 12 gauge, heavy-duty, 
powder-coated steel, functions as a chain/gear guard 
and allows for four versatile payout degrees (0°, 30°, 60°, 
and 90°) for mounting rewind crank, three or four way 
roller guide, and a three-way pin on either side of the 
reel. The Universal Bracket Kit also includes a removable 
center guard cap for easy bearing access.

The Universal Bracket Kit was designed to meet the 
most demanding requirements in the industry and fit 
any allocated space in virtually all equipment areas and 
applications.

For further information on the Coxreels® product line, 
contact Customer Service at (800) 269-7335.

www.coxreels.com

Coxreels 1600 Series
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TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS

Industrial lighting specialist Larson Elec-
tronics has announced the release of a 
52 watt explosion proof low profile LED 
light fixture that provides operators 
with a powerful and energy efficient 
alternative to traditional hazardous 
location luminaries.

The EPL-LP-24-LED from Larson Elec-
tronics is an integrated low profile 
linear explosion proof LED light fixture 
with a unique design. Instead of using 
diffused glass, optics or reflectors to 
distribute the light, Larson Electronics 
has positioned the boards within the 
fixture to provide a wide area light 
without sacrificing quality or light 
output. Two offset LED assemblies 
within the fixture allow this explosion 
proof linear lamp to provide a brilliant 
100° horizontal beam spread and 140° 
vertical beam spread. The LED assem-
bly is protected behind a tempered 
borosilicate glass tube that is protected 
by an aluminum wire guard to prevent 
from accidental damage to the light. 
Measuring only 5” in width, this fixture 
takes up half the surface area as stan-
dard two foot, two lamp fixtures.

www.larsonelectronics.com

Larson Electronics ELP-LP-24-LED Low Profile Linear Explosion Proof LED

http://www.larsonelectronics.com/p-64339-52-watt-explosion-proof-low-profile-led-fixture-6760-lumens-class-1-2-div-12-atex-iecex.aspx
http://www.larsonelectronics.com/default.aspx
http://www.larsonelectronics.com/default.aspx
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TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS

Oil, dirt, excessive heat or cold, vibration and moisture will damage electrical insulation, threatening heavy equipment operation 
and endangering employee safety. Combat this serious problem with the IDEAL 61-797 Digital Insulation Meter, a rugged, industri-
al-grade tester designed for commissioning, routine troubleshooting and preventive maintenance to identify whether insulation is 
performing at an effective, safe level. 

Periodic testing of insulation for signs 
of deterioration will spot breakdowns in 
electrical systems, generators, switchgear 
and motor windings before failure occurs. 

Using the 61-797, the technician will 
quickly determine the integrity of 
insulation in new and existing wiring by 
identifying capacitive, absorption and 
leakage current at multiple test voltages 
(50V, 100V, 250V, 500V and 1000V) and 
resistance up to 20G ohms. In addition, 
this versatile tester measures earth-bond 
resistance to assure verification of the 
continuity of the protective bonding, 
automatically senses and displays AC/DC 
voltage to 600V, plus calculates the Polar-
ization Index (PI) and Dielectric Absorp-
tion Ratio (DAR).

www.idealind.com

IDEAL 61-797 Digital Insulation Meter

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ch_Z8dvKt5i0AYlRsQvcH7hzA6aW34C7f2OvImcwsCh3YcKS7UXFe4wBzb00kP9U3Ffbhf3HSiXrSTLusBrWPkVoxxCoS_RD9_SYrRWk3FcB4Uoun5R69WkbB8z9eWVHOtNunWYUitLkzAu4HZrzoQ3Ag3ABz69jTL1Ayt8A7aF7pakri8jDOjRELc8csM_mxnWbFdb89-tr47dTsF3fdPTyoUQlXlGuhnWmHQM0-Ax2EW1xUVchxyrrBQdDOTTHARELozGDyEU=&c=T9aNbVzCP3eVeXpaUiSup19UGX0P3XXaP6RtcUwxdVU1Z3PAVb_Efg==&ch=qdx9CVtb_KBLeSlAGyZZElBvxSRxnykIo0khEsVSIIfL2OhrwwKjsQ==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001Ch_Z8dvKt5i0AYlRsQvcH7hzA6aW34C7f2OvImcwsCh3YcKS7UXFe4GU5VGURS_8rw8wDwcZPxcNSPawHyTcmAs5g_vPjUGsVnoaFpaCerwN17EEIEI2tarqo1xaY4IpkJljIUAaRL_GQMEXtvomZTUHqDNbGDdpEKujZwESvPY=&c=T9aNbVzCP3eVeXpaUiSup19UGX0P3XXaP6RtcUwxdVU1Z3PAVb_Efg==&ch=qdx9CVtb_KBLeSlAGyZZElBvxSRxnykIo0khEsVSIIfL2OhrwwKjsQ==
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TUS NEW PRODUCT NEWS

Terex now offers an insulated, re-
tractable 4th section on its popular 
General™ 80 digger derricks. The first 
of its kind in the industry, the new 
4th section from Terex is made from 
fiberglass, replacing a non-insulated, 
steel 4th section on previous models, 
is designed to meet the industry’s 
demand for increased insulated dig-
ger derrick reach heights. With the 
insulated 4th section, crews are able 
to set poles and perform line work 
with an 80-ft digger derrick. 

The new 4th section is designed to 
enable operators to extend and re-
tract in minutes using the winch line. 
Terex engineered it to balance on a 
series of boom extension rollers. This 
design allows it to be rolled in and out easily. The ability to retract the 4th section fully into the other boom protects the new 4th 
section from potential damage when it is not in use.

A video walk-through of the new Terex fiberglass 4th section, highlighting the features and benefits of this innovative option, is available 
and can be viewed at: http://youtu.be/qczzAfh-JoE 
www.terex.com/utilities

http://youtu.be/qczzAfh-JoE
http://www.terex.com/utilities
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Company Pg. Website
American Pipe & Plastics IFC www.ampipe.com
Bone Safety 16 www.bonesafety.com
Brown Bear Co 28 www.brownbearcorp.com
Buccaneer Rope 10 www.bucrope.com
California Turbo 12 www.californiaturbo.com
CFA Software 29 www.cfasoftware.com
Coburn Co 27 www.coburn.com
Condux 2 www.condux.com
Diamond Drilling Industries 34 www.ddibits.com
Elasco Products 11 www.elascoproducts.com
Elk River 30 www.elkriver.com
Golight 13 www.golight.com
Herculock 28 www.herculock.com
ICUEE 21 www.icuee.com
Krenz Vent 24 www.krenzvent.com
Larson 7 www.larsonelectronics.com
Lind Electronics 35 www.lindelectronics.com
LineWise 17 www.line-wise.com
Miller Safety 33 www.millersafetyltd.com
Morooka 6 www.morookacarriers.com
MSA Safety 1 www.msasafety.com
Nesco BC www.nescorentals.com
Pacific Trading & Recycling LLC 32 www.pacifictradingrecycling.com
Pelsue 25 www.pelsue.com
Precision Sales 15 www.alternatefuel.com
Retriever by Verstran 31 www.versatraninc.com
Ring Power Corporation 5 www.ringpower.com
Shawmut 26 www.shawmutequipment.com
Sorbweb 29 www.sorbwebplus.com
Surge Suppression 9 www.surgesuppression.com
Time Versalift 3 www.versalift.com
ThermOweld IBC www.thermoweld.com
Twistool 27 www.twistool.com
Yale Cordage 36 www.yalecordage.com
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